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Introduction

Project-based learning (PBL) is an inquiry-based approach that aims to engage students 
in challenging, active, and meaningful experiences connected to the world outside the 
classroom (Baines et al., 2021a). Project-based learning can improve student performance 
on traditional measures of academic achievement, build social and emotional learning 
skills, and engage students in deeper learning. This means focusing on higher-order think-
ing and skills that will help students succeed in college, their future careers, and their lives 
as active members of their communities. The alignment of PBL and deeper learning is 
supported by a growing body of evidence that PBL has a significant positive impact on 
student learning and other outcomes of deeper learning (Duke et al., 2021; Deutscher et 
al., 2021; Krajcik et al., 2021; Saavedra et al., 2021.) This paper will provide guidance for 
those who are designing curricula1 to achieve similar goals through project-based learning. 

The goal of education is not solely to prepare students to pass a test but to foster 
learning in a way that is transferable to their personal, cultural, academic, professional, 
and civic lives. PBL encourages students to develop the skills and understanding needed 
for the long-term retention and application of what they have learned (Strobel & van 
Barneveld, 2009). Importantly, deeper learning attends to he application of content 
knowledge and problem solving as well as the inter- and intrapersonal domains—which 
include communication and collaboration skills—and metacognition and learning to learn. 
(Huberman et al., 2014; National Research Council, 2012). Further, focusing on deeper 
learning means challenging students to take ownership of their work, engage in rigorous 
content, and develop skills and ideas that will have a positive impact on many areas of 
their future lives, including health and relationship outcomes and how they participate 
in their communities (National Research Council, 2012).

The persistent achievement gap between groups of students in the U.S. shines a 
light on the need to create deeper-learning experiences for all students. Ladson-Billings 
(2006) reframes the achievement gap, focusing instead on the educational debt that has 
accumulated from decades of inequitable education for those in historically marginalized 
groups, such as students of color, economically disadvantaged students, and multilin-
gual learners. In her call to action, which is all the more relevant today, Ladson-Billings 
argues that the societal disparities, both historic and current, require that we, as part of 
the education system, use our expertise to alleviate these inequities. To truly address the 
educational debt, equity must be an explicit priority in the design of classroom experi-
ences and throughout the education system (Nasir, 2012; Paris & Alim, 2017). 

The goals of PBL, therefore, go beyond deeper learning to providing experiences that 
are relevant and meaningful to each and every student2 while supporting the development 
of the whole child. The whole-child approach acknowledges that supporting learning is 
dependent on the multidimensionality of a student’s life (Darling-Hammond & Cook-Harvey, 

1  While this paper is intended to provide guidance for developers who create written, full-course curriculum 
materials designed for use in multiple classrooms, the Design Principles and Critical Lenses can also 
help teachers consider their own practices. For teachers, other frameworks for implementing PBL in 
their classrooms can be particularly helpful alongside this paper (Boss & Larmer, 2018). 

2  We use the phrase “each and every student” deliberately when we are discussing the complex set 
of racial, cultural, linguistic, historical, gender, community, and family identities and backgrounds 
represented by the students in the classroom. 
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2018). This means teaching and learning must focus on academic and cognitive develop-
ment alongside social, emotional, and identity development. Given the learner-centered 
focus of PBL, it has always been uniquely positioned to advance whole-child development 
and educational equity; however, it has not always been explicitly part of the pedagogical 
approach in schools (Cheng et al., 2021). 

High-quality PBL curricula, alongside sustained professional learning, supports  
larger-scale shifts in educational systems (Condliffe et al., 2017; Steiner et al., 2019). 
Carefully designed curriculum materials that embody PBL with equity at its core can 
support teachers in providing students with deep and equitable learning experiences. In 
this paper, we present guidance for how designers of curricula can create high-quality 
materials that engage each and every student in meaningful learning experiences that 
are relevant to the world beyond the classroom, affirm and sustain students’ identities, 
and focus on the development of the whole child. While the primary goal of creating 
high-quality PBL curriculum materials is to provide students with engaging and effective 
learning experiences, it is also critical to shift teacher practices and school systems toward 
prioritizing deeper learning, equity, and whole-child development. 

EXAMPLES OF PROJECT-BASED LEARNING CURRICULA 

In identifying the essential features of PBL and  
creating the principles for curriculum design pre-
sented in this paper, the following Lucas Education 
Research–supported projects served as examples  
of PBL curricula. The research findings associated 
with each project show positive student outcomes  
in learning and engagement using rigorous method-
ologies. While each curriculum had a unique set of 
priorities and strengths, and many did not include 
explicit features for equity, these can illuminate  
how the principles of PBL curriculum design may  
be put into practice across a range of subjects and 
grade levels:

• Knowledge in Action  courses in AP U.S. 
Government and Politics and AP Environmental 
Science—Two Advanced Placement courses for 
high schoolers codesigned by researchers at the 
University of Washington and high school teachers 
(Parker et al., 2011, 2013; Saavedra et al., 2021; 
Tierney et al., 2020)

• Multiple Literacies in Project-Based Learning 
—Science courses for third, fourth, and fifth graders 
that integrate math and English language arts 
designed by researchers at Michigan State University 
and the University of Michigan (Krajcik et al., 2021; 
Krajcik & Schneider, 2021; Miller & Krajcik, 2019)

• Learning Through Performance —A yearlong 
science course for sixth graders developed by 
researchers at Stanford University (Deutscher et al., 
2021; Holthuis et al., 2018)

• Project PLACE : A Project Approach to Literacy 
and Civic Engagement—Second-grade curriculum 
integrating social studies and literacy developed 
by researchers at the University of Michigan 
and Michigan State University (Duke et al., 2021; 
Halvorsen et al., 2012)

• Compose Our World —Ninth-grade English 
language arts course developed by researchers at 
the University of Colorado at Boulder (Boardman et 
al., 2021; Garcia et al., 2020; Polman et al., 2018)
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Framework for PBL Curriculum Design 
Creating a PBL curriculum that allows for deep and equitable learning is a complex and 
challenging task. Figure 1 illustrates how the elements of this paper work together to 
guide the development of PBL curricula. To provide developers with guideposts that 
can inform design decisions, we describe a set of Design Principles that can support 
the creation of content-rich, student-centered experiences. These Design Principles are 
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grouped into three categories: Learner-Centered Approaches, Course Structures, and 
Curriculum Supports. 

We also highlight four pedagogical commitments, or Critical Lenses, for designers to 
consider to ensure that all students are valued, engaged, and included. These commit-
ments provide a frame through which curriculum developers can interpret the Design 
Principles to ensure they are not producing or reinforcing inequities. We name these 
Critical Lenses both for their essential place in design and to denote the role of critique 
in curriculum design. 

Finally, while we do not lay out a specific method for how to create PBL curricula, we 
do offer recommendations for the design process to support deeper learning for each 
and every student. As noted in Figure 1, we offer six recommendations for the design 
process. The first two recommendations describe the way developers can use the lenses 
and principles in the design process, while the other four relate to other aspects of the 
development process. Here, we briefly describe the first two and will revisit all six in the 
final section of the paper.

RECOMMENDATION 1: 
Use principles and lenses to guide design choices.
To create a high-quality PBL curriculum, designers should consider and include all the 
principles and lenses. Without this complete set of principles and lenses, the curriculum 
will not fully meet the goals of PBL to engage learners equitably in deep and purposeful 
learning. While designers should develop their PBL curricula using all the principles and 
lenses, individual courses will also have their own priorities, requirements, and design 
features. As such, how curriculum developers incorporate the Design Principles and Crit-
ical Lenses depends on the context, including the specific needs of the targeted schools 
and students, with some principles more heavily featured than others. 

RECOMMENDATION 2: 
Be critical and reflective in the development process.
Just as a PBL curriculum asks teachers and students to be reflective of their practices, 
PBL curriculum designers must critically reflect on their own design process. If a curric-
ulum is going to meet the needs of each and every student, especially those who have 
been historically marginalized or excluded, developers must look closely at their own 
existing practices in design. Criticality—which applies critical thinking to understanding 
the impact of power, oppression, and privilege, including through the perspectives of 
marginalized communities—is vital to the development of equitable curricula (Muhammad, 
2018). Using criticality in the design process ensures that developers have fully considered 
the implications of their work on teachers who use the curriculum, students who engage 
with the curriculum, and communities to which those students belong. To help designers 
in critical reflection, including criticality, we provide examples of reflective questions in 
the descriptions of the Critical Lenses and Design Principles in the next two sections. 
Developers can ask these reflective questions at each stage of the design process and 
at every level (e.g., designing the whole course, each project, and each activity) to help 
draw out the impact of design decisions on equity and deeper learning. 
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Designers should consider the perspectives they use as they design a curriculum for 
deeper learning and equitable development of the whole child. The perspectives designers 
use become operationalized in the developed curriculum, influencing the ways teachers 
implement the curriculum and, therefore, what students will experience in the classroom. 
To help illustrate this idea, imagine a photojournalist tasked with capturing an event. The 
intended audience, the photojournalist’s personal style and perspective, and the context 
of the event all shape both the content and composition of the end results. This is similar 
to the work of curriculum designers, whose experiences, values, and pedagogical knowl-
edge all influence—intentionally or not—the curriculum they create. 

To ensure shared understanding of how to incorporate the Design Principles in a cur-
riculum, we present four Critical Lenses: Commitment to Equity, Identity Development, 
Student Engagement, and Social and Emotional Learning (see Figure 2). These intercon-
nected concepts and pedagogies support the development of the whole child, and we 
present them as a set of pedagogical commitments curriculum developers should use 
to create a PBL curriculum that represents the valued outcomes of the PBL approach. 
As illustrated in Figure 2, all of these lenses overlap and come together to define how to 
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enact the Design Principles in curricula, while Commitment to Equity also encompasses the 
other three, representing the constant eye toward equity that should occur in PBL design.

Commitment to Equity
Equity-committed design calls upon curriculum designers, as well as teachers and the 
broader educational system, to embrace and enact a series of anti-oppressive, culturally 
sustaining, and asset-based approaches that center on students, their identities, and 
their experience (Gay, 2018; González et al., 2005; Nasir, 2012; Paris & Alim, 2017). These 
practices and approaches are a vital part of curriculum design and are interwoven into 
the descriptions of the other Critical Lenses and Design Principles in this paper. Because 
issues of equity need to be considered in nearly every aspect of education and overlap 
with identity, engagement, and social and emotional learning, the Commitment to Equity 
lens encompasses the other three lenses, as well as the Design Principles. Still, we explic-
itly name Commitment to Equity as a separate lens to give designers a frame to ensure 
that this commitment is as much a part of the design process as the other lenses and 
principles (see Figure 2).

It is valuable for curriculum designers to familiarize themselves with a number of 
approaches as they develop PBL curricula: culturally sustaining/revitalizing pedagogy 
(Paris & Alim, 2017), culturally responsive pedagogy (Ladson-Billings, 1994), funds of 
knowledge (González et al., 2005), historically responsive framework (Muhammad, 2020), 
culturally responsive teaching (Gay, 2018; Hammond, 2015), Indigenous and land-based 
perspectives (Bang et al., 2014; Barajas-López & Bang, 2018), and culturally and linguis-
tically relevant pedagogy (Hollie, 2011). Valuing, amplifying, and celebrating students’ 
identities and backgrounds are central to all these approaches. These include, but are 
not limited to, students’ racial, cultural, historical, linguistic, gender, disability, community, 
and family identities and backgrounds.

Equity-committed PBL also includes a focus on criticality. Curriculum designers use 
criticality to examine, and where necessary challenge, the disciplinary content and ped-
agogical approaches they traditionally use. Whose stories are told? Do all students see 
themselves in the curriculum? Do they see positive representations of themselves and 
their communities? Are the teaching strategies inclusive of various ways of learning 
and knowing? Are students engaged in an inclusive community of learners? Where do 
the expectations for learning and success come from, and who are they serving? This 
approach nurtures teachers’ and students’ own abilities to identify and analyze systems 
of oppression and their resulting inequities and, consequently, to work to address them. 
Designers must consider what supportive structures for ongoing reflection a curriculum 
needs to facilitate this kind of teaching and learning. 

Identity Development
Identity development refers to the process of people understanding who they are as they 
participate in the world. This process, which is ongoing as an individual changes over 
time, is not solely internal but also embedded in social interactions that are influenced 
by societal norms, stereotypes, and power relationships (Holland et al., 1998). We believe 
that all students’ identities need to be supported as they engage in learning. PBL curric-
ula explicitly help students link their identities to ideas and practices in specific subject 
areas, with the goal of creating a sense of belonging to their learning community. By 
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supporting students’ development of identity in disciplinary practices, a key component 
of PBL curricula, learners are more likely to be engaged and develop positive disciplinary 
identities (Lo, 2017; Nasir, 2012; Nasir & Hand, 2008). This can empower students to be 
more agentic and to take ownership of disciplinary behaviors, dispositions, perspectives, 
and practices (Tierney et al., 2020). Identity development also connects to students’ 
sense of belonging in the classroom and school communities (Flores-Gonzalez, 2002; 
Goodenow, 1993; Nasir et al., 2006). Identity Development as a critical lens in curriculum 
development embeds the perspective that high-quality instructional materials will support 
what students learn, who they are, and who they want to become. 

Identity Development is an important lens through which to use criticality, particularly 
to better understand how power and oppression might impact a student’s developing 
sense of self. The subject areas that are taught in schools are historically from a White, 
Western, and often male perspective, which means the content, and likely the instructional 
methods, requires a recentering on becoming culturally relevant and sustaining for students 
historically marginalized in schools (Aguirre & Zavala, 2013; Bang et al., 2018; Paris & Alim, 
2017). This conflict with typical classroom culture, pedagogies, and content can trigger 
feelings of alienation (Brown et al., 2003; Nasir et al., 2006; Willis, 1986; Valenzuela, 1999). 
Curriculum designers should examine the subject-area practices and individuals portrayed 
as members and experts in a field. Where should designers challenge the subject-area 
practices? How can designers use criticality to examine and, where necessary, challenge 
traditional definitions and values in subject areas? Where could the curriculum elevate 
contributions of people of color, the role of women and gender nonbinary people, and 
global perspectives? How would this promote student engagement and belonging? And 
how might social and emotional learning skills support identity development? 

Thoughtful consideration and design for identity development will allow students to 
build identities that link to the subject area of the course. This includes, but is not limited 
to, ensuring that students can see themselves within the disciplines and as disciplinary 
experts, engage in disciplinary practices in the classroom, transfer their learning outside 
the classroom, put their personal stamp on classroom products and practices, and envi-
sion their future selves in relation to the discipline. 

Student Engagement
Student engagement refers to the multifaceted way in which students interact with their 
learning environment, including how they participate, react emotionally, and invest in their 
learning and school community (Fredricks et al., 2004). Engagement can be defined at 
multiple levels, from moment-to-moment interactions with ideas and peers to involve-
ment with school and subject areas across classes and academic years. Higher student 
engagement is associated with greater academic achievement (Lei et al., 2018). As with 
successfully supported identity development, a high level of student engagement inter-
sects with a student’s sense of belonging in school (Appleton et al., 2008).

With the goals of deeper learning and whole-child development in mind, designers 
should consider whether a curriculum engages a student and, more important, how that 
student is engaged. On the spectrum of engagement from passive listening to actively 
constructing understanding, where a student falls impacts their learning at that time 
(Chi et al., 2018). Using the framework from Chi (2009), at the highest level of engage-
ment—when deep learning occurs—students interact to generate ideas collaboratively. 
When designing a PBL curriculum, it is important to give attention to student interactions 
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with materials, tasks, and core ideas of a subject area. This type of engagement, called 
productive disciplinary engagement (PDE), connects students’ activity, discourse, and 
learning to the practices of the discipline (Engle & Conant, 2002). Opportunities for PDE 
occur when students take on the problems of the discipline and have authority and agency 
within the classroom to actively solve those problems. Students are held accountable 
to others, the practices and content of the discipline, and the specific constraints of the 
activity. Importantly, they must be supported with the necessary resources and content 
knowledge (Engle, 2012). For example, in a civics class in which students are address-
ing a local housing issue, disciplinary engagement occurs when students have access 
to resources that help them explore the issue, such as materials focused on how local 
governments work and methods for lobbying their government. 

Designing for student engagement requires curriculum developers to consider key 
questions. What is the right balance between student agency and alignment to the con-
straints of the subject-area content and practices as well as of the project (e.g., timing, 
defined goals, and available tools)? Should those constraints of content and subject-area 
practices be challenged or reimagined when they run contrary to equity goals? This 
requires consideration of who has historically defined the disciplinary practices students 
are accountable to and how identity influences student engagement (Agarwal & Sen-
gupta-Irving, 2019). Does the curriculum, and the classroom routines and structures con-
tained within, promote active participation through an inclusive and responsive approach? 
Viewing curriculum design through the lens of Student Engagement can enhance the 
ways that the materials, content, and student role in learning interact to provide access 
to deeper learning.

Social and Emotional Learning
Social and emotional learning (SEL) is the process of negotiating emotions, making 
decisions, navigating challenges, expressing empathy, achieving personal and collective 
goals, and establishing and maintaining relationships (Durlak, 2015; Jagers et al., 2019). 
SEL skills and behaviors are needed for everyday life and contribute to academic success 
(Durlak et al., 2011; Taylor et al., 2017). Researchers have also found that learners have 
“greater motivation, stronger identity development, and deeper learning” when their 
teachers prioritize social and emotional learning and development (National Commission 
on Social, Emotional, and Academic Development, 2019, p. 17).

Baines et al. (2021b) point out the importance of supporting students’ SEL needs in 
PBL curricula, in particular because the collaborative and inquiry-based nature of PBL 
provides an opportunity to connect SEL and PBL. This means a PBL curriculum must 
have clear instructional materials and support for teachers and students related to SEL 
goals for change to occur (National Commission on Social, Emotional, and Academic 
Development, 2019). These include attention to routines, practices, and protocols that 
support students as they apply both knowledge and skills as they engage in projects 
(Baines et al., 2021b).

SEL, just like PBL, must be culturally responsive in design and implementation to 
recognize, affirm, and sustain students’ identities. Jagers et al. (2019) refer to this as 
“transformative SEL” and argue that for SEL to support all students, especially those from 
marginalized groups, it must cultivate in students and adults “knowledge, attitudes, and 
skills required for critical examination and collaborative action to address root causes of 
inequities” (p. 163). Culturally responsive SEL within PBL is more likely to occur when a 
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curriculum combines PBL practices, such as collaborative learning and criticality, with 
the content of PBL, such as topics related to relevant social justice issues. 

Curriculum developers have a number of questions to consider in this area. Are the 
topics providing students with opportunities to explore and celebrate their identities? 
Do the activities take into account the skills students need to engage with peers? How 
are students supported by both their teachers and their peers? Is social and emotional 
learning taught and implemented in a way that is culturally responsive and affirming? 
Are the connections between SEL skills and behaviors explicitly connected to identity 
development, criticality, and social justice? How is SEL taught and practiced in partnership 
with students’ families, caregivers, and communities? What are the norms, topics, and 
systems students are examining? By addressing these questions, curriculum developers 
support the creation of collaborative, inclusive, and multicultural learning environments 
in which each and every student can thrive.

Photo: All4Ed
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The Design Principles we describe below provide guideposts for designers as they encounter 
choices at each stage of curriculum development. While the Critical Lenses are essential 
for curriculum design, they do not describe basic building blocks of a curriculum, such 
as designing the scope and sequence of the course, selecting pedagogical approaches, 
and choosing the structure and activities of a project. While we present each principle 
as a distinct idea, there is a significant amount of overlap between them. In addition, the 
description of each principle integrates ideas from the Critical Lenses, though not always 
with an explicit reference back to a lens. 

The Design Principles fall into three categories: Learner-Centered Approaches, Course 
Structures, and Curriculum Supports. The order in which we present these categories 
does not imply a sequence to the design process, nor does it suggest levels of priority. We 
begin with the Learner-Centered Approaches, which focus on how students experience 
the curriculum. The second category, Course Structures, contains principles concerning 
the scope and sequence of the content and supporting a coherent learning experience. 
The last category, Curriculum Supports, includes principles that help students and teachers 
navigate the course and their learning. We begin with a summary of the principles in the 
table below. We also include a design tool in the appendix that highlights ways to reflect 
on how each principle is applied to a curriculum, especially through the Critical Lenses.

Design Principles  
of PBL Curricula

Photo: All4Ed
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Principle Short Description

1 Learner-Centered  
Approaches

How do students engage with the project and their learning? How do learners  
experience the project and course?

Purpose for  
Learning

Projects provide students with a reason for learning by engaging them in  
experiences that connect their own ideas to the project’s problem or question  
before deeply exploring the content. 

Authenticity Projects are relevant to students’ lives, families, and communities and connect to the 
world outside the classroom, especially to tasks, roles, and practices of the discipline. 

Student Agency The course design allows students to make substantive and consequential choices  
in their projects as well as to apply the work and learning to their daily lives.

Collaboration Throughout projects, students work together on problems in purposeful and  
supported ways and create a community of active learners that includes students  
and their teacher.

Metacognition Students have opportunities to build and use metacognitive skills to reflect on  
what and how they have learned, including disciplinary ideas as well as other skills  
and practices.

2 Course Structures How are the course content and skills chosen, designed, and organized?

Centrality of Projects The projects are integral to learning by framing the entire process of and purpose for 
learning. A PBL course embeds all content in projects.

Content Integration The curriculum integrates projects with core disciplinary ideas and practices. It also 
specifies learning goals aligned with standards as well as other essential content,  
such as literacy, social and emotional learning, and equity.

Content Coherence The content of a PBL course is strategically sequenced to deepen understanding as 
students’ progress through the course, revisiting and connecting ideas across projects.

Assessment The curriculum provides ongoing opportunities for assessing learning of disciplinary, 
social and emotional, and other essential skills and ideas that are performance based 
and authentically embedded in the work students are doing. 

3 Curriculum Supports How do the materials support teachers and students?

Access for  
Student Learning 

The curriculum provides appropriate scaffolds and tools to support learning,  
with access points for all students, including explicit framing for lessons, scaffolds  
for disciplinary and social and emotional learning, and multimodal content.

Educative Supports  
for Teachers 

The curriculum materials support teachers in deepening their disciplinary, pedagog-
ical, and equity understanding in ways that embed the resources in a teacher’s daily 
practice and allow teachers to effectively adapt to their own contexts and students.

TABLE 1 
Design Principles of PBL Curricula
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1. Learner-Centered Approaches
Project-based learning that attends to the development of the whole child and deeper 
learning places students at the center of learning in ways that value and build upon 
what students know, the skills they have, and what they care about. The principles in this 
first category answer these questions: “How do students engage with the project and 
their learning?” and “How do learners experience the project and course?” The Design 
Principles in this category support the development of PBL curricula that are authentic 
to students and integrate the Critical Lenses. These principles attend to engagement, 
connect to students’ lives, value student voice, allow students to develop fundamental 
cognitive skills, generate understanding collaboratively, promote independence, and 
support success in college, career, and life. 

1A. Purpose for Learning
Providing students with a purpose for learning is fundamental to the creation of a PBL 
curriculum that commits to deeper learning and student engagement and is based in the 
science of how students learn. In “A Time for Telling,” Schwartz and Bransford (1998) state 
that providing students a context for what they are learning, the “need to know,” primes 
them for learning and engagement. At the beginning of a PBL unit, students discover 
the context for the project before any content is introduced, often through some kind of 
shared experience and the introduction of a problem to solve or question to answer. In 
this project launch, students generate their own ideas and questions on the project/topic 
connected to prior knowledge and drawing on racial, cultural, historical, personal, and 
community funds of knowledge. This launch might also introduce students to the roles 
they will have in the project context, giving further motivation for completing project tasks.

Consideration of the Purpose for Learning principle extends beyond the initial engage-
ment at the beginning of a project. The sustained inquiry process of project-based learning 
continues to draw on the project context, roles, and student-generated ideas and ques-
tions throughout a unit. This means that careful sequencing of activities within a project 
is important to provide a continued sense of purpose for learning. Lo and Tierney (2017) 
describe a time for telling as a challenge for “teachers to present students with informa-
tion during a perfectly timed moment when it matters most to students’ learning, rather 
than before they need to know it” (p. 65). This means the teacher provides both learning 
opportunities—through readings, lectures, and other sources—and learning supports when 
the needs arise. It is important to note this attention to sequencing highlights that the PBL 
approach does not stand in opposition to direct instruction, such as lectures, but students 
need a reason to listen to a lecture that extends beyond school and grades (Schwartz & 
Bransford, 1998). Providing a purpose for learning situates course content in the world 
outside the classroom walls and empowers students to make sense of new information 
and determine its value, all of which connects to the next principle, Authenticity.
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1B. Authenticity
Authenticity connects students’ learning and work to the world outside the classroom, 
situating learning in a way that is meaningful and relevant. When students see value in 
the learning due to its relevance, they are more intrinsically motivated to engage (Prin-
iski et al., 2018; Vansteenkiste et al., 2018). Providing an authentic context for learning 
also supports the importance of building on existing understanding to successfully learn 
new knowledge (National Research Council, 2000). Finally, perceiving a PBL curriculum 
as relevant has been shown to increase transfer of learning and practices into students’ 
everyday lives (Tierney et al., 2020). 

In PBL curricula, authenticity has been defined in different ways, both of which are 
important to include. Some work focuses on authenticity as connected to subject-area 
expert practices, such as how scientists, politicians, journalists, etc. engage in their pro-
fessions (Krajcik & Blumenfeld, 2006; Parker & Lo, 2016). Others focus on authenticity as 
connected to students’ lives, families, communities, and values outside of school (Polman 
et al., 2018; Tierney et al., 2020). Both of these are vital. The experiences students have 
during a project involve tools, roles, tasks, practices, and processes authentic to the 
discipline and experts in the field. The experiences students have in PBL classrooms are 

PUTTING THE PRINCIPLE INTO PRACTICE: PURPOSE FOR LEARNING 

In PBL, students are given ways to engage first, 
which situates learning in the project context. One 
way of doing this is by having students engage in 
roles within the project. In the Knowledge in Action 
(KIA) AP Government and Politics (Gov.) unit 
on the Supreme Court, students simulate landmark 
Supreme Court cases through two different moot 
courts and one mock trial. In taking on the roles of 
lawyers and judges, students actively engage in the 
practices of experts first before learning about the 
function of the courts in society, which sparks curios-
ity and a need to know so they can successfully per-
form in their role throughout the rest of the project. 

A well-crafted driving question tied to an engaging 
launch can allow students to connect to their  
purpose for learning throughout a project. In the 
Multiple Literacies in PBL (ML-PBL) curriculum, a unit 
leads with a driving question. For example, in the 
third-grade unit  on birds and genetics, students 
answer the question, “How can we help the birds near 
our school grow up and thrive?” Students begin the 
unit by observing birds near their school, gaining first-
hand experience that provides motivation for learning. 
The progress toward the driving question along with 
student-generated ideas and questions are then made 

public on the Driving Question Board, which allows 
students to have an ongoing link back to the purpose.

The following questions allow designers to reflect  
on the ways a curriculum enacts the Purpose for 
Learning principle:

• In what ways does the beginning of the project 
engage students with a complex problem, question, 
or context from which students can connect to a 
reason for learning content, social and emotional 
skills, and equity practices?

• In what ways does the problem, question, or 
context given to engage students value and  
amplify the diversity of experiences and  
identities of the students?

• What opportunities do students have to draw on 
prior knowledge and their racial, cultural, historical, 
personal, and community funds of knowledge at 
the launch of and throughout the project?

• To what extent are students continuously 
connecting back to the problem, question, or 
context that gives a purpose for their learning  
over the course of the project?
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also authentic to their lives. This facet of authenticity is rooted in cultural responsiveness, 
which refers to the use of knowledge of students’ cultures, communities, experiences, 
frames of reference, and performance styles to “make learning more relevant and effec-
tive” for them (Gay, 2018, p. 36). So students investigating an environmental issue can 
use the practices of an environmental scientist and focus on a real-world issue, such as 
water quality and the way it might impact their own lives or that of their community. 
Connecting to authentic practice in this way, in both expert practice and students’ lives, 
tends to provide students with opportunities to critically examine and understand power, 
privilege, social justice, and oppression.

While many of the exemplar PBL curricula do not define authenticity to include cultural 
responsiveness, it is important to meet the commitments highlighted in the lenses. To do 
so effectively, curriculum designers have to strike a balance between what is codified and 
what is developed by the teacher in response to students and their local contexts. This 
adaptable approach requires flexible materials that support teacher choices, as will be 
described in the section on the final Design Principle, Educative Supports for Teachers. 

PUTTING THE PRINCIPLE INTO PRACTICE: AUTHENTICITY 

The curricula used as examples in this paper  
all emphasize the Authenticity principle and  
generally support disciplinary authenticity and 
authenticity related to students’ lives. In the  
Civics and Goverment unit  in Project PLACE,  
students identify a problem they want to solve  
at a local park or public space. Students learn  
about the purpose of government and engage  
in the practices used by community members, 
thoughtfully researching, writing, and presenting  
a proposal for their park improvements to a  
local official. 

Similarly, in the KIA AP Environmental Science 
(APES) unit  titled My Community Ecology,  
students learn about sustainable development  
by examining a development site in their own  
community using the tools and practices of  
ecologists. Both of these examples highlight the  
multiple dimensions of authenticity. The larger  
concepts are made directly relevant by situating 
them in the students’ immediate surroundings,  
but also the work they are doing is authentic  
to the focal discipline. 

The following questions allow designers to  
reflect on the ways a curriculum enacts the  
Authenticity principle:

• To what extent is students’ perceived relevance 
of the projects considered in curriculum design 
for students across a range of communities and 
backgrounds?

• Do students have the opportunity to engage in 
authentic expert practices, such as real-world tasks, 
roles, tools, and/or processes?

• In what ways are approaches to authenticity rooted 
in students’ cultures and identities in positive and 
affirming ways that allow students to explore their 
personal and disciplinary identities both within and 
across projects?

• To what extent are materials flexible to allow 
teachers to connect the learning to students’ lives, 
families, communities, and values outside of school?

• Do students have the opportunity to critically 
examine and understand power, privilege, social 
justice, and oppression as they connect to 
authentic practice in the world? 
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1C. Student Agency
Students develop agency—that is, ownership of and engagement in their learning—when 
they have a voice in the content, process, value, and assessment of their learning (Cal-
abrese Barton & Tan, 2010; Mirra & Garcia, 2020; Zeiser et al., 2018). The proper supports 
for student agency deepen engagement and identity development, create a space for 
learners to express themselves in practice, and develop student identities in the context 
of the discipline (Nasir, 2012; Nasir & Hand, 2008; Tierney et al., 2020). Student Agency 
as a PBL Design Principle can support the creation of projects that allow students to take 
different approaches and pathways as they engage in PBL courses and to add their own 
voices to the projects. Designing a curriculum that allows students to make consequen-
tial choices supports the development of key social and emotional skills, such as making 
decisions, navigating challenges, and setting goals.

Through opportunities for student agency, students can generate ideas, make substan-
tive and consequential decisions related to content, and apply lessons learned through 
the project to their daily lives. Tierney et al. (2020) describe the iterative design of the 
Knowledge in Action AP Environmental Science course and how the course was rede-
signed for agency. Specifically, the curriculum developers redesigned the course after 
first-year implementation showed strong test scores but research revealed students were 
not engaging deeply in projects and felt pessimistic regarding a lack of agency in address-
ing environmental issues in the world. The revised course supports student agency and 
opportunities for students to transfer their learning to their everyday lives, allowing them 

PUTTING THE PRINCIPLE INTO PRACTICE: STUDENT AGENCY 

Student agency allows students to make substantive 
choices in their project and learning. In a unit from 
Project Place  on economics, students are given  
two opportunities for making key decisions in their 
projects. Students first select a local cause for which 
they will raise money, which gives the students 
choice in and motivation for the goals of the project. 
In addition, as a means to learn about basic eco-
nomics, students work as a class to select a good or 
service that fills an unmet need in their community 
and that can raise money for their cause. 

In KIA APES, the curriculum focuses on students’ 
ability to make choices in the project and have 
agency over their actions outside the classroom.  
In the Ecologial Footprint unit , students  
analyze their families’ ecological footprints and  
create a proposal to convince their families to  
reduce their footprints. Finally, students reflect  
on how their actions have the power to add up  
to larger changes.

The following questions allow designers to reflect  
on the ways a curriculum enacts the Student  
Agency principle:

• What opportunities do students have to make 
consequential choices in how they complete 
project tasks to allow for student ownership and 
independent design?

• To what extent do projects and tasks in which 
students are making substantive choices include 
and value knowledge and experiences of each and 
every student’s practices and ideas?

• To what extent do curriculum materials provide 
supports for teachers to recognize and honor all 
students’ voices?

• What opportunities do students have to connect 
their work on a project to the impact that their 
actions can and do have on the world?

• In what ways do course materials provide explicit 
supports for students’ social and emotional 
learning related to making decisions and choices in 
the projects?
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to develop stronger identities as environmental citizens. This indicates the importance 
of designing opportunities for students to make consequential decisions within the proj-
ects, while also framing the application of project content, skills, and practices to their 
agentic actions in their daily lives. The racial, cultural, and political contexts of students’ 
lives impact how students’ experience agency beyond the classroom (Holland et al., 
1998). Therefore, designers should consider how the specific contexts in which students 
participate, both in and outside of school, support and constrain their opportunities for 
agency and power. 

1D. Collaboration
Collaboration is deeply embedded in project-based learning curricula. It includes group 
work with a shared goal and the fostering of a community of learners in which teachers 
and students can build on one another’s ideas to advance their individual and collective 
understanding. Collaboration in a PBL classroom also includes opportunities for peer-to-
peer feedback and co-construction of knowledge and products. These different facets 
of collaboration can help students develop their social and emotional skills, perform 
better academically, and build essential skills for college, career, and life (Barron & Dar-
ling-Hammond, 2008; Roschelle & Teasley, 1995). Collaboration can encourage community 
building, strengthen student relationships with peers and teachers, and enhance a sense 
of belonging in the classroom (Darling-Hammond et al., 2020).

Though humans are inherently social, collaboration requires a set of skills that need to 
be deliberately developed throughout one’s life (Azmitia, 1996). Therefore, an equitable 
PBL curriculum must provide support for students to successfully navigate interpersonal 
dynamics and foster productive group learning. Further, if not intentionally designed and 
scaffolded, small-group settings can reproduce societal inequities in which students can 
be negatively positioned based on race, income, gender identities, and sexual preferences 
(Clarke, 2015; Kurth et al., 2002). For collaboration to succeed, the curriculum should 
include explicit structures and routines for discourse and group work that support equi-
table participation and identity development (Blumenfeld et al., 1996; Cohen & Lotan, 
1997). In particular, for students who are still learning English or those who might need 
additional language development support, the inclusion of explicit ways of collaborating 
can boost engagement and provide opportunities to authentically engage in literacy 
even when English language arts is not the core subject on which the course is based 
(Fitzgerald, 2020). To help students collaborate and co-construct knowledge as a group, 
rather than simply dividing up parts of the project through cooperation, the design of the 
project should be at a level that requires collaboration, with tasks that have significantly 
complex discipline-based problems to solve (Lotan, 2003). In designing structures and 
roles for collaboration, all students in a group must have opportunities to grapple with 
the complex tasks required for mastering the learning goals. Finally, because collabo-
ration requires sufficient time to do well, curriculum materials need to emphasize that 
time spent in group work and discussion is just as important as time devoted to content 
(Krajcik & Blumenfeld, 2006).
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1E. Metacognition
Metacognition refers to the awareness and understanding of one’s own thinking and 
learning. While this principle is often called reflection, we call out the underlying process 
as it is important that the reflection be in service of metacognition. When students use 
metacognitive strategies, they are more engaged in both academic and nonacademic 
learning and achieve greater academic outcomes. For example, students can improve 
academic performance beyond their current ability level through the use of metacognitive 
strategies (McCormick et al., 2012). Further, the more learners can engage in metacog-
nitive reflection, the better able they are to identify when they lack knowledge or skills. 
This allows them to advocate for help or seek out additional strategies or support, which 
leads to better teacher awareness of a student’s learning needs. 

While metacognition, including group- and self-reflection, is a common and important 
feature of PBL, curriculum materials often do not address the discrete skills of metacog-
nition. There are a number of general metacognitive skills, including, but not limited to, 
rehearsal (e.g., planning and practice), elaboration (e.g., summarizing), and organization 
skills (e.g., concept mapping and planning) (Pintrich, 2002). Each of these transferable 
skills can be used across disciplines and to support students’ development in social and 
emotional learning, identity development, and understanding issues of social privilege, 
power, and equity. For metacognitive skills to stick and students to transfer them to 
practice, their exposure and practice must be frequent and ongoing (Fusco & Fountain, 

PUTTING THE PRINCIPLE INTO PRACTICE: COLLABORATION

PBL curricula include well-supported opportunities 
for collaboration throughout the project cycle. In 
ML-PBL, students participate in collaborative learning 
in pairs, small groups, and whole-class discussions. 
The curriculum  includes teacher and student dis-
course moves. These scaffolds support the cognitive 
and linguistic demands in science learning and can 
support students productively working together. 

To build students’ capacity to work productively in 
groups, the Learning Through Performance (LTP) 
course begins with a short introductory unit  focused 
on group work. That gives students time to recognize 
that all their peers have something to contribute and to 
reflect on the importance of roles and behavior norms 
in working together. Students have opportunities to 
practice these roles and norms. Throughout the rest of 
the course, as students collaborate as active learners 
and in creating the products for their projects, teachers 
review the group roles and norms.

The following questions allow designers to reflect 
on the ways a curriculum enacts the Collaboration 
principle:

• What opportunities do students have to work 
together on significantly complex discipline-based 
problems with supports that allow students to 
engage with disciplinary ideas and practices? 

• To what extent do students have adequate group-
work time to engage in interdependent learning and 
product or task development?

• In what ways are students building upon previous 
collaborative skills or experiences from project to 
project?

• In what ways are social and emotional learning and 
practices related to effective collaboration explicitly 
taught, supported through routines and scaffolds, 
and revisited throughout the course?

• To what extent is collaboration scaffolded to disrupt 
negative and inequitable roles and identities, 
including the provision of tools to confront 
interpersonal conflict and address race and racism 
in small-group settings?
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1992). Some strategies to promote deep metacognitive practice in the context of cur-
riculum materials are think-alouds (verbal reports), reciprocal teaching, self-instruction, 
journaling, questioning, problem-solving, and concept mapping. Opportunities like these 
group- and self-reflection strategies are explicit components of a high-quality curriculum. 

PUTTING THE PRINCIPLE INTO PRACTICE: METACOGNITION

PBL curricula rely on a number of strategies to help 
students build their metacognitive skills and reflect 
on their learning. Explicit protocols for students build 
routines around metacognition. In Compose Our 
World  (COW), reflection is a key feature explicitly 
called out throughout the projects. Students have 
opportunities to reflect on their work and to reflect 
on their thoughts and feelings. For instance, proto-
cols offer structured support for students to provide 
feedback to one another with deliberate steps for 
giving and receiving feedback and reflecting on 
peers’ ideas.

Course materials can provide a structured approach 
to scaffolding metacognitive skills. The Individual 
Project Organizer provided in LTP  gives students 
opportunities to reflect on what they have learned 
and connect it to their project and purpose for learn-
ing. For each project in COW, students use a journal 
“to build students’ capacities to reflect, record ideas, 
analyze project content, and build a metacognitive 
understanding of their own learning process” (COW 
curriculum ).

The following questions allow designers to reflect  
on the ways a curriculum enacts the Metacognition 
principle:

• To what extent are metacognitive skills outlined 
explicitly as content to be taught and assessed 
throughout the curriculum?

• To what extent are consistent tools and routines 
used to support metacognitive reflection in an 
ongoing way?

• In what ways are metacognitive skills directly 
connected to the content and context for learning 
set forth in the project (e.g., using the skill of 
questioning to support the inquiry process or 
generation of inquiry questions)? 

• To what extent is metacognition used as a tool to 
support the development of social and emotional 
learning?

• Do students have the opportunity to reflect on 
identities, content knowledge, skills development, 
and their learning process?
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2. Course Structures
While the previous category applies to how students experience individual projects, here 
we address what happens at the course level. This category of PBL Design Principles 
answers the question, “How are the course content and skills chosen, designed, and 
organized?” The principles outlined in this section are essential for a tightly designed 
PBL curriculum that attends to how content is approached and organized across projects 
in the course (i.e., the scope and sequence of content, as well as the structure of each 
project) and integrates the ideas of the Critical Lenses.

2A. Centrality of Projects
The Centrality of Projects principle highlights that the projects are not simply a peripheral 
means to assess learning or engage students; they frame the entire process and purpose 
of learning throughout a unit and course (Condliffe et al., 2017). Placing projects as the 
focus of the course means projects are the setting in which learning occurs in the course, 
with each activity framed by its context to the project. Parker et al. (2011) describe this 
as making projects the “spine of the course,” which is in stark contrast to the more com-
mon instructional approach in which projects occur after lectures and tests. The authors 
“aimed to create a course experience where challenging projects provided the spine 
of the course, not the appendages; that is, the entrée, not the dessert; the main show, 
not the sideshow” (p. 538). Projects as the entrée provide a context and meaning for all 
learning that occurs. This is in contrast to “dessert” projects, in which projects, such as a 
poster or presentation, are a final application of learning but not the context and reason 
for learning. In considering the Critical Lens of Student Engagement, the projects must be 
sufficiently complex and open-ended to authentically solve the problems of the discipline.

PUTTING THE PRINCIPLE INTO PRACTICE: CENTRALITY OF PROJECTS

PBL curricula designed with projects at the center 
are often organized by and around projects. The  
KIA AP Gov.  course is divided into five projects,  
each of which is a simulation that allows for the 
experience of the project to be central to what  
students are doing and learning. Project PLACE   
also puts projects in the foreground of learning in 
each of the four social studies units. Each session 
contributes to a project, so there is a clear  
motivation for the learning driven by the project.  
In the third-grade ML-PBL science  course, the  
year is divided into four units, each framed by a  
driving question and anchored with a shared first-
hand experience. 

The following questions allow designers to reflect  
on the ways a curriculum enacts the Centrality of 
Projects principle:

• To what extent does learning of all content—
including disciplinary concepts, skills, and social 
and emotional learning—occur within the context 
of a project?

• In what ways do students make meaningful 
progress throughout the unit toward the 
completion of their project?

• To what extent do students engage in projects 
throughout the course?

• To what extent does the framing around the purpose 
of lessons and activities rely on the project rather 
than needing to be done for the sake of school?
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The Centrality of Projects principle describes the purpose of the project within a single 
unit but also the use of multiple projects across the whole course. When this principle 
is used across the entirety of a course, students learn little to no content in the course 
outside of the context of a project. In other words, nearly all content is framed within 
the context of the project. 

2B. Content Integration
Following from the Centrality of Projects and Purpose for Learning principles, the content 
of the course needs to be integrated into the projects across the course. The integrated 
content includes opportunities for students to engage with core disciplinary ideas, thinking, 
and practices. Since projects provide the context for learning, the experiences students 
have as they participate in the projects foster understanding and develop core disciplinary 
ideas, practices, and thinking at a progressively deeper level than non-PBL courses (Dar-
ling-Hammond et al., 2008; Parker et al., 2013). Further, integrating rigorous disciplinary 
content should be done in the service of supporting students’ development of identities 
linked to the content area by providing links between course content and students’ lives 
and cultural practices (Nasir, 2012), as well as by setting high expectations for all students. 
Content for authentic projects also focuses on integrating learning across disciplines. In 
particular, embedding reading, writing, and speaking into PBL curriculum materials in 
other disciplines can improve student outcomes (Duke, 2016; Duke et al., 2021; Halvorsen 
et al., 2012; Li et al., 2021). To increase relevance and commitments to equity, this focus 

PUTTING THE PRINCIPLE INTO PRACTICE: CONTENT INTEGRATION

ML-PBL  courses strongly align with the three  
dimensions of the Next Generation Science  
Standards (Disciplinary Core Ideas, Science and  
Engineering Practices, and Crosscutting Concepts) 
with clear learning goals for lessons that tie back  
to the standards. In addition to science, the curric-
ulum also integrates connections to math, literacy, 
social and emotional learning, and equity through 
explicitly stated learning goals. By calling out these 
interdisciplinary connections and standards, the 
curriculum allows teachers to better integrate explicit 
connections throughout the project. 

Covering grade-level standards through projects 
requires deliberate planning. AP courses have a  
significant amount of content to cover for the  
exam. The projects in KIA AP Gov.  address all the 
big-picture topics of the College Board’s AP Gov. 
framework while remaining focused on building deep 
understanding. The purpose is not just to prepare 
students to pass the AP Exam but also to empower 
students to become civically engaged citizens. 

The following questions allow designers to reflect  
on the ways a curriculum enacts the Content  
Integration principle:

• To what extent do the project tasks and experiences 
integrate subject-area ideas and practices as well  
as make connections to other subjects and foster  
an understanding and critique of inequities?

• In what ways does the course content honor 
students’ diverse cultural, racial, and linguistic 
practices and perspectives?

• To what extent do the curriculum materials specify 
explicit learning goals directly related to the 
project that draw connections to both subject-area 
standards as well as literacy, SEL, and equity?

• To what extent are learning goals focused on 
building a deep understanding of and engagement 
in productive disciplinary work as well as standards?

• To what extent does the course content support 
learners’ development of identities by linking 
course content to students’ lives and authentic 
connections to the world? 
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on literacy also includes developing students’ criticality, which builds their capacity to 
understand power, privilege, social justice, and oppression (Muhammad, 2020). 

This principle also relates to how designers select, evaluate, and communicate the 
content included in a course. In creating quality, rigorous, standards-aligned curricula, 
designers specify deliberate learning goals for all content covered (Bransford et al., 2006; 
Parker & Lo, 2016). By creating these learning goals during the initial design, the curricu-
lum designers can backward plan during development to ensure the rigor and integration 
of content and to communicate to those implementing the curriculum how the project 
covers the fundamental big ideas in a discipline (Krajcik & Shin, 2014; Wiggins & McTighe, 
2005). Designers also make deliberate choices about which content is given value and 
ensure that the learning goals for the course do not reproduce inequities by honoring 
students’ racial, cultural, and linguistic practices in the learning goals. Learning goals in 
PBL curricula focus on building deep understanding and engagement in productive dis-
ciplinary work, rather than solely focusing on standards, which can sometimes conflict 
with covering all the subject-area standards at a grade level. However, deliberate creation 
of projects with well-crafted learning goals can facilitate the process of supporting deep 
content learning while covering standards (Krajcik et al., 2007).

2C. Content Coherence
Building from the previous two principles, the content of the course as a whole in a PBL 
curriculum is coherent and strategically sequenced. To successfully understand content 
and skills, students need cycles of learning in which they come back to ideas, deepen-
ing and refining their conceptual understanding as well as connecting to related ideas 
(Schwartz & Bransford, 1998). The learning cycles not only build on subject knowledge 
but also include deliberate sequencing of SEL, equity, identity, and engagement goals. 
Using the backwards planning described in the section on the Content Integration princi-
ple, the deliberate sequencing of the learning goals within and across projects considers 
how students build from previous learning goals and experiences. 

Parker et al. (2013) describe one aspect of the Content Coherence principle as “loop-
ing,” whereby important concepts are revisited at multiple points throughout the course. 
Also known as spiraling content, students engage in a continuous process of connecting 
previous knowledge, practices, and skills into their current project. By repeatedly engaging 
with concepts in different project contexts, which provides a reason to learn from a variety 
of sources and experiences, learners are more likely to experience flexible transfer—the 
application of their learning to new and different situations (Parker et al., 2013; Schwartz 
& Bransford, 1998). This then allows them to cultivate their discipline-linked identities 
over the entire course (Nasir, 2012). In creating coherently sequenced content, the com-
plexity needed for deep learning and criticality is still present. Considering ideas from 
multiple perspectives and understanding inequities, social justice, and issues of power 
are also built into the coherence of a course. Discussed in more depth in the sections on 
Curriculum Supports principles, the instructional materials highlight the coherence of the 
curriculum for teachers and students. Doing so gives teachers guideposts for exploring 
the complex ideas and allows students to understand how the activities all relate back 
to the big ideas of a unit (Krajcik et al., 2007; Reiser et al., 2017). 
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2D. Assessment
Assessment in PBL curricula is ongoing, authentic, and performance based. Opportunities 
for assessment are not exclusive to the core disciplinary content and include assessments 
of other valued areas, such as subject-area practices, interdisciplinary content and prac-
tices, and SEL. PBL is inherently a performance-based model in which students apply their 
learning to products and performances that teachers can evaluate for the purposes of 
feedback and student learning (Wiggins, 1989). Though this performance-based approach 
appears to emphasize the final summative product, frequent, formative performance-as-
sessment opportunities allow teachers to regularly check for understanding and empower 
students to reflect and revise their thinking and work (Taylor & Nolen, 2008). In the highly 
collaborative learning environment of a PBL classroom, the design of assessments allows 
each individual to demonstrate understanding.

In PBL curricula, performance-based assessments are authentic, which means they are 
genuine, contextualized, and relevant to learners (Darling-Hammond et al., 1995). Cur-
riculum designers embed these assessments within PBL projects rather than designate 
them as contrived, isolated tasks disconnected from the student’s life. The opportunity 
to grapple with complex, realistic problems in a PBL curriculum requires the application 
of knowledge to a novel setting. When used properly, assessments also provide stu-
dents with an opportunity for reflection, iteration, and inquiry. For teachers, authentic 
assessment offers information about learners’ abilities and depth of knowledge to inform 

PUTTING THE PRINCIPLE INTO PRACTICE: CONTENT COHERENCE

In the KIA AP Gov.  course, designers identified  
the core concepts and skills that are the foundation  
of the course. These core concepts (federalism,  
separation of powers, elections, interest groups,  
and civil rights) and skills (base political thinking on 
the constitution and appreciating the diversity of 
political opinions) loop within and across as students 
deepen their learning over not just a single project 
but throughout the whole course. 

In ML-PBL , each unit has a science storyline doc-
ument that illustrates how the project fits with the 
big-picture science content and how each lesson 
connects to core subject-area ideas and practices as 
well as SEL, equity, math, and literacy goals. To make 
this coherence visible to students, each lesson has 
its own driving question that directly ties back to the 
purpose of the project, and units provide multiple 
opportunities for students to discuss their progress 
toward answering the driving question. 

The following questions allow designers to reflect  
on the ways a curriculum enacts the Content  
Coherence principle:

• To what extent are learning experiences deliberately 
sequenced across the course for grade-level 
subject-area, SEL, equity, and engagement goals? 

• To what extent do cycles of learning within and 
between projects draw student connections to 
big ideas across the course and allow students to 
engage with ideas in different contexts, presenting 
ideas from a variety of sources, perspectives, and 
experiences?

• To what extent does the design of the coherent 
content maintain the degree of complexity needed 
for deep learning and criticality?

• In what ways do the materials make coherence 
visible to both teachers and students, allowing 
navigation of the learning cycles?

• In what ways does the curriculum support  
students’ identities throughout the course through 
iterative connections to students’ lives and the 
world and opportunities for students to make 
projects their own? 
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instructional decisions. Authentic assessment in PBL projects includes connections to 
students’ communities and the broader world, for example, through a presentation or 
submission to a diverse public audience in a related subject-area field. This then amplifies 
real-world connections and can reinforce identity when students see experts who “look 
like me” (Nasir & Saxe, 2003). 

When designing PBL curricula, developers can use the authentic, performance-based 
assessment as the cornerstone for including the Content Integration and Content Coher-
ence principles by backwards planning from assessments. The design of curriculum mate-
rials support teachers’ evaluation of the ongoing formative performances and products 
with flexibility to use this information to adapt future lessons based on the outcomes of 
ongoing assessment. Finally, PBL designers should recognize the tensions between PBL 
curricula and traditional measures of accountability and, where possible, shift toward 
more impactful means of evaluating student learning. 

PUTTING THE PRINCIPLE INTO PRACTICE: ASSESSMENT

Tangible artifact creation over the course of a project 
can serve as a tool for authentic, performance-based 
assessments. In ML-PBL , these artifacts include  
physical objects or drawn models, plays or short  
stories, and engineering solutions, presented to  
the community, that allow teachers to see student 
thinking and allow students to reflect on their  
learning. In the third-grade unit on motion, students 
design a moving toy. In preparing to do so, they  
draw a model of the motion of toys, which they  
iterate on to come up with their final design. 

Similarly, the LTP curriculum  emphasizes the use 
of the project as an embedded performance assess-
ment, with authentic tasks for a group project and 
related individual tasks to assess students’ under-
standing. For example, in a unit on energy, students 
work in groups to design a device that efficiently 
keeps something warm or heats something up, while 
individually students also write patent applications 
for the device as a summative assessment. 

Project PLACE developers made community  
engagement central to their design. In the unit on 
civics and government  , as noted earlier, students 
develop a proposal for improvements to a local park 
or public space, which is then presented to a local 
government official. This presentation to the official 

allows students to connect to their civic identity 
while providing an opportunity for them to  
demonstrate literacy achievement. 

The following questions allow designers to reflect  
on the ways a curriculum enacts the Assessment 
principle:

• To what extent are assessments authentic with 
respect to alignment with the project, realistic 
disciplinary problems, and connections to students’ 
communities and the broader world?

• Do students have the opportunity to engage in 
frequent formative assessment opportunities  
that generate feedback to inform teacher or 
student action? 

• Do assessments include knowledge and skills 
beyond the disciplinary content, such as social  
and emotional skills and identity development?

• In what ways are visible and repeated structures 
used to engage students in metacognitive 
reflection on their assessments?

• To what extent are curriculum resources flexible 
and robust enough to allow teachers to make 
modifications or provide scaffolding based on 
formative or summative assessment data? 
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3. Curriculum Supports 
Teaching PBL is complex. It involves deep content-area expertise, pedagogical knowledge, 
and a commitment to equity, which requires supportive curriculum materials. Similarly, 
students need supports and structures embedded in curriculum materials. This final 
category of PBL Design Principles answers the question, “How do the materials support 
teachers and students?” While the other principles can describe the experience of PBL in 
the classroom more broadly and independently of curriculum materials, these final two 
principles are unique to curriculum design. 

3A. Access for Student Learning
With carefully designed materials, a PBL curriculum can promote deep learning and 
engagement by supporting each and every student in developing an understanding of 
content, ideas, and skills regardless of the learner’s starting point. We highlight three 
ways in which this design principle can be accomplished in a PBL curriculum: (1) framing 
lessons and activities, (2) using appropriate scaffolds, and (3) designing learning materials 
to support equitable and inclusive learning.

Within a project and the course as a whole, routines and structures encourage stu-
dents to create context and regularly situate students in the learning cycle, project, and 
connections to their lives. This concept of expansive framing for transfer (Engle, 2006; 
Engle et al., 2011, 2012) focuses on creating a context for learning in which students’ prior 
knowledge is valued and applied to learning. Students use routines and structures within 
and across projects to create or reorient themselves to the project context, focusing 
on the goals of the project and questions that need answering. Included in this idea of 
framing is the view that each and every student has an active role within the classroom, 
and students can draw on their funds of knowledge from their homes and communities 
(Calabrese et al., 2008; Moll et al., 1992). This honors students’ identities and communities 
while making learning relevant, applicable, and adaptable in the future. 

Appropriate scaffolds and learning tools are necessary to ensure deep learning and 
engagement. Teachers, peers, learning materials, and technology can provide scaffolds 
(Puntambekar & Hubscher, 2005), which include social interactions, structures, routines, 
worksheets, guiding questions, and project templates (Grant, 2002). In PBL that sup-
ports deep, equitable learning, scaffolds support disciplinary ideas and practices and 
other skills and aspects of learner development, such as social and emotional learning, 
identity, and criticality. Accompanied by high expectations, scaffolds should provide just 
enough support for students to reach the edge of their individual abilities and knowledge 
(Vygotsky, 1978). Using observation and formative assessments, teachers can determine 
the appropriate scaffolding for each student, thus helping students participate in activities 
otherwise perceived as beyond their ability (Krajcik & Shin, 2014). To allow students to 
still take on the majority of the cognitive work, these observations and ongoing formative 
assessments support teachers in deciding when to remove scaffolds. Additionally, for 
any course, regardless of subject area, curriculum materials need to support students’ 
language use and learning. For non-native English speakers, supports can leverage first 
languages by recognizing them as assets to student thinking and by providing opportunities 
to engage in disciplinary thinking and practices in their native language (García, 2018). 

High-quality curriculum materials provide equitable and inclusive access and include 
multimodal content and flexible materials. This idea is rooted in the learning sciences 
and the ways in which identity and context shape learning (Nasir et al., 2006). It recog-
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nizes that students, regardless of their identities or backgrounds, are assets to leverage 
rather than deficits to fix (Banks et al., 2007). Drawing on ideas of Universal Design for 
Learning (Rose & Meyer, 2002), materials provide access to knowledge through different 
representations and allow for different means of expression. This inclusive, multimodal 
approach ensures equitable learning access and opportunity for each and every student. 

3B. Educative Supports for Teachers 
PBL requires shifting teacher practice from traditional teacher-led instruction to a stu-
dent-centered approach, with a learning partnership between teachers and students. 
Depending on an educator’s existing practice, this shift might be large and require changes 
to content and pedagogical knowledge as well as teacher identity, beliefs, and values (Davis 
et al., 2017). Educative supports in curricula provide ongoing and explicit opportunities for 
teachers to learn within the instructional materials and can support this shift in practice 
(Davis et al., 2014). Educative supports embedded in curriculum materials are a part of 
teachers’ daily practice, connect theory to practice, and improve teachers’ instructional 
and assessment strategies (Ball & Cohen, 1996; Grossman & Thompson, 2004). 

Novice and veteran teachers require support within curriculum materials to deepen their 
understanding in both disciplinary and pedagogical knowledge. In designing educative 

PUTTING THE PRINCIPLE INTO PRACTICE: ACCESS FOR STUDENT LEARNING

Framing at the beginning and end of each lesson/
activity situates learning explicitly within the  
contexts of the project, as well as within students’ 
own ideas and lives. The KIA APES  course includes 
framing steps for the teacher to use with students  
at the beginning and end of each lesson. These  
connect students to where they are in the learning 
and project cycle and allow for connections to their 
own lives. 

COW  provides student supports throughout the  
curriculum, including global, course-wide protocols 
and specific support steps within a lesson. These  
are explicitly called out in the teacher materials  
with strategies to teach each and every student  
so that all learners can access the content and be 
successful. COW used Universal Design for Learning 
as a guiding principle during course development  
to ensure that all instruction provides multiple means 
of representation, expression, and engagement. 

The following questions allow designers to reflect  
on the ways a curriculum enacts the Access for  
Student Learning principle:

• To what extent do routines and structures 
encourage students to create context and situate 
them in the learning cycle, project, and connections 
to their lives?

• To what extent does the framing of lessons and 
activities draw on students’ funds of knowledge 
and value cultural, racial, and linguistic identities?

• Does the curriculum offer scaffolds for disciplinary 
ideas and practices as well as other skills and 
aspects of learner development, such as social  
and emotional learning, identity, and criticality?

• To what extent do curriculum materials encourage 
modification of and adaptations to scaffolds  
to allow for the appropriate level of support for 
each learner?

• In what ways are students’ language use and 
learning scaffolded, with a recognition of native 
languages as assets to student thinking? 

• To what extent do curriculum materials recognize 
differences in how students learn, providing 
multimodal learning materials and viewing 
differences in students’ means of expression as 
assets to leverage? 
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curriculum materials, it is important that these resources “speak to” teachers about the 
ideas in a particular activity, rather than just guiding their actions (Remillard, 2000). By 
developing an understanding of the rationale for the features in a curriculum, teachers 
can make decisions on how to adapt the materials for their own classroom context—
including considering students’ strengths, needs, and identities—while keeping true to 
the pedagogical theories important to PBL. Materials can also highlight ways to modify 
a lesson or project. Providing an anticipatory list of what students might say or do in a 
specific instructional activity and how to deal with misconceptions or other challenges 
is one way to embed disciplinary learning for teachers (Davis & Krajcik, 2005). Educative 
supports can include navigation for the course structure, guides to highlight the big ideas 
of the unit, and materials that explain how concepts build upon one another across the 
course (Davis et al., 2014).

For educative materials to support the complex practice of teaching equitable PBL, 
they must include a broad range of pedagogical knowledge and practices. This includes, 
but is not limited to, student-centered learning, identity development, student engage-
ment, equity-focus pedagogies (such as asset-based and culturally responsive), and social 
and emotional learning. Teachers need models and exemplars, along with supports and 
protocols for reflection, to aid them in understanding the pedagogical approaches and 
to shift their beliefs and identities toward an asset-based perspective of students at the 

PUTTING THE PRINCIPLE INTO PRACTICE: EDUCATIVE SUPPORTS FOR TEACHERS

To support teachers in understanding how ideas 
build and the purpose for activities, ML-PBL   
provides a looping chart and detailed storyline  
document that lays out the way the content story 
develops for students. The storyline document  
connects each lesson activity to student assess-
ments, standards, and learning goals related to  
literacy, math, SEL, and equity. 

In the COW  curriculum, each lesson includes a 
description of how the activities connect to PBL  
principles and other ideas, such as advocacy and 
empathy, that are connected to SEL and equity. 
Because of the consistent structure, teachers can 
connect what is happening in the classroom to  
their understanding of PBL instruction and the  
pedagogies that support it. 

Finally, Project PLACE  provides explanations 
embedded in the lesson text that act as a form  
of professional learning. This includes providing 
details about how a lesson might look, while still  
providing opportunities for student and teacher 
choice (Farmer, 2019; Halvorsen & Duke, 2017). 

The following questions allow designers to reflect  
on the ways a curriculum enacts the Educative  
Supports for Teachers principle:

• Does the curriculum offer both deep-learning 
resources (e.g., readings) and daily activity support 
(e.g., anticipated misconceptions and essential 
background knowledge) to facilitate teachers’ 
knowledge and skills acquisition? 

• To what extent do embedded supports for teachers 
cover a broad range of pedagogical knowledge and 
practices, including identity, engagement, equity, 
and social and emotional learning?

• Does the curriculum provide rationales for features 
of the curriculum and explicit guidance on how 
to effectively adapt the materials to address the 
strengths, interests, and needs of all students? 

• Are models, exemplars, or reflective exercises 
provided to facilitate teachers’ shifts in beliefs and 
identities toward a student-centered, asset-based 
approach and a commitment to equity? 

• In what ways are curriculum-based teacher 
supports connected to and leveraged in sustained, 
high-quality professional-learning opportunities?
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center of learning (Davis et al., 2017). Though well-designed educative features embed-
ded throughout the curriculum materials are vital to teachers’ implementation of PBL 
and provide “just in time,” on-demand support, they cannot stand alone. As discussed in 
more detail in the final recommendation in the section below on the design process, even 
the most effectively designed educative supports cannot replace sustained, high-quality 
professional-learning opportunities in which teachers are active learners in a collaborative 
community of practice.
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Understanding and applying the Design Principles and Critical Lenses is vital to creating 
PBL curricula, but equally as important is the process of design. In this section, we expand 
on the recommendations presented at the beginning of the paper. These recommenda-
tions build both from the pedagogical commitments described in the “Critical Lenses for 
PBL Curriculum Design” section as well as the design-based research approaches used 
to develop the exemplar curricula in this paper. In particular, the features of design-based 
implementation research (Penuel et al., 2011) and more explicitly equity-focused areas of 
design research—such as participatory design (Vakil et al., 2016) and community-based 
design (Bang et al., 2016)—are important for creating high-quality materials that elevate 
the ideals described in this paper. These recommendations recognize that the process of 
developing a curriculum is not independent from its implementation and that the process 
must support implementation.

RECOMMENDATION 1: 
Use principles and lenses to guide design choices.
In the previous sections, we describe the Design Principles and Critical Lenses curriculum 
designers need to consider when developing a curriculum. While we describe these lenses 
and principles as distinct ideas, it is important to recognize that they are interconnected 
and amplify each other. For example, designing for the Centrality of Projects and Content 
Integration principles naturally supports the Learner-Centered Approaches, especially 
the Purpose for Learning principle. Without attention to all the lenses and principles, 
the curriculum would not be able to fully achieve the goals of deeper learning for all 
students. More important, using the principles without the lenses would mean that the 
historical inequities of education and inattention to the whole child would continue to be 
reproduced and could do harm, especially to students from marginalized communities. 

RECOMMENDATION 2: 
Be critical and reflective in the development process.
We call out the importance of attuning to issues of equity within the design of PBL curric-
ula. The Commitment to Equity lens, as well as the other three Critical Lenses identified in 
this paper, points the designer to view the Design Principles with a specific purpose. Put 
another way, the Critical Lenses require designers to reflect on this question as they use 
the Design Principles: “Am I using this Design Principle in the service of equity, identity, 
engagement, and social and emotional learning?” Designers’ ability to be critical and 
reflective of their work, especially as it relates to understanding power and perspectives 
of those in historically marginalized communities (i.e., criticality), is vital to developing a 
PBL curriculum that supports the learning of each and every student. To help reflect and 
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critique at each stage of development, we provide a reflective design tool in the appendix 
that uses the questions posed in the “Putting Principles Into Practice” sections. This tool, 
which is organized around each principle, has examples of questions a designer might 
ask. These questions are not meant as a checklist but as a way to prompt thoughtful 
reflection throughout the design process.

RECOMMENDATION 3: 
Teachers, students, and community participate in the process.
Designers must engage teachers, students, and their communities in the design process 
in ways that value their perspectives. In design teams of PBL curricula, teachers should 
participate as codesigners who work collaboratively with researchers and other experts. 
The developers of the Knowledge in Action AP Government PBL course included research-
ers at the University of Washington and teachers in the Bellevue School District. Having 
teachers as codesigners was a key principle in the initial course development (Parker et al., 
2011). KIA and other PBL curricula emphasize equal participation of teachers, seeking to 
disrupt the often hierarchical processes involved when researchers collaborate with school 
districts and teachers (Adams et al., 2017). Codesign allows for effective revision of the 
curriculum based on teachers’ implementation experiences (see the next recommendation).

Creating a curriculum that embodies the principles and lenses described, particularly 
in service of equity, requires understanding the perspectives of students and their com-
munities. While rare in curriculum development, valuing student and community voices 
is imperative to meet the goals of equitable curricula and the pedagogical commitments 
described in the Critical Lenses (Cheng et al., 2021). For example, effectively connecting 
to students’ lives requires hearing the voices of those students for whom the curriculum is 
designed to ensure it is authentic. And just as students who use the curriculum materials 
will be from a range of backgrounds, those who contribute to the design process should 
represent varied backgrounds too. Engaging communities during design has also been 
uncommon but is important for supporting equitable educational experiences that value 
and connect with students’ identities (Bang et al., 2010). Bringing students and com-
munities into the design process requires criticality and building trust (Bang et al., 2016; 
Tierney et al., 2021; Vakil et al., 2016). With the aim of educational equity, it is important 
to be aware of who contributes and has decision-making power in curriculum design and 
who is currently excluded from the process (Bang et al., 2018). 

RECOMMENDATION 4: 
Take an iterative approach to design.
Cycles of classroom implementation and feedback from teachers and students should 
inform PBL curriculum design. In many of the exemplar PBL curricula referenced in this 
paper, this iteration occurs over multiple years. Feedback comes from teacher codesigners 
as well as other pilot and field-testing classrooms and is a hallmark of the design-based 
implementation research approach through which these curricula were developed (Penuel 
et al., 2011). The cycles of revision allow the complex interplay of principles and lenses 
presented here to be strengthened over time. Revision based on teacher and student 
experience allows for multiple perspectives to emerge, thereby creating a curriculum that 
is engaging and equitable. The iterative process allows the curriculum to stay relevant to 
students’ lives in the constantly changing world. Often, over the lifetime of a curriculum, 
materials will require revision to support new local contexts and allow for even more 

Designers must 
engage teachers, 
students, and their 
communities in the 
design process in 
ways that value  
their perspectives.
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adaptation and flexibility. This means that for a PBL curriculum that will be used in a wide 
range of classroom contexts over many years, designers should build in a process for 
regular revisions after the initial design phase. In all cycles of revision, designers should 
make sure the diversity of students and teachers giving feedback are representative of 
the students and teachers we hope will engage with the curriculum.

RECOMMENDATION 5: 
Allow for adaptation and flexibility in the curricula.
Many of the principles and lenses described here require an approach to curriculum design 
and implementation that is responsive to the students’ identities, strengths, and interests. 
This means that a teacher must be able to flexibly adapt a project or activity to local 
contexts and student needs. Further, because the goal of designing curriculum materials 
is to change instructional practices through systemic implementation, primarily at the 
school and district level, this same flexibility is required to address the needs of schools 
and districts. Rather than being a scripted lesson plan with an expectation of fidelity to 
what is written, the curriculum materials can provide choices for teachers and districts 
and guidance for productive adaptations. This requires designers to carefully consider 
projects and activities that teachers can more easily modify (Squire et al., 2003) and to 
choose texts, tools, and resources that are adaptable and do not create barriers to access.

As described in the Educative Supports for Teachers principle, curriculum materials 
for teachers can include educative features that provide background on and rationale for 
content and pedagogy to allow teachers, as well as schools and districts, to make pro-
ductive adaptations. Materials should also call out which elements of the curriculum are 
fixed and which are flexible. The ability to adapt materials while maintaining the integrity 
of the PBL principles and lenses requires teachers, as well as school and district leaders, 
to have a high level of understanding of pedagogical, equity, and disciplinary knowledge. 
Employing this complex set of abilities often requires support from professional-learning 
experiences (Beyer & Davis, 2012).

RECOMMENDATION 6. 
Develop curricula with professional learning in mind.
Though a curriculum can provide high-quality instructional materials for both teachers 
and students, that is only part of the equation. The shift in teacher practice required for 
PBL that is equitable and supports whole-child development requires strong profes-
sional-learning experiences for teachers. Therefore, while not the focus of this paper, it 
is important that curriculum designers plan for how they will support teacher practice 
beyond the confines of the instructional materials. Well-designed, well-delivered, sus-
tained professional-learning opportunities are necessary to make a curriculum come 
alive for teachers and support teaching practices (Schuchardt et al., 2017). If scale and 
more systemic uptake of PBL curricula is the goal, then schools and districts must also be 
able to implement these professional-learning materials developed alongside curriculum 
materials. For a detailed examination of the way professional learning supported teacher 
implementation of the KIA curriculum, see “High-Quality Professional Learning for Proj-
ect-Based Learning .” Approaching the design process with professional learning in 
mind strengthens not only the professional-learning opportunities but also the teacher 
supports embedded in curriculum materials.

A teacher must be 
able to flexibly adapt 
a project or activity 
to local contexts and 
student needs.
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Conclusion 

This paper describes the key Design Principles and Critical Lenses required to develop 
project-based learning curricula and makes recommendations for designing equitable, 
deeper-learning experiences for students. These principles, divided into three categories, 
describe PBL curricula that have (1) learner-centered approaches to support purposeful, 
authentic learning that values students’ voices and encourages collaboration and reflec-
tion; (2) course structures that deeply integrate coherent and authentically assessed 
content in projects; and (3) curriculum supports for students and teachers to enable the 
deep learning and practice shifts needed. While Design Principles provide guidance for 
curriculum design, developers can often interpret and enact the Design Principles in a 
variety of ways. Therefore, the Critical Lenses align the pedagogical commitments needed 
to interpret the principles in a way that promotes the goal of equitable, deeper learning 
that attends to the development of the whole child. To further support the development 
of PBL curricula, we also provide recommendations on the design process. Following 
these recommendations will support the development of a curriculum that affirms the 
commitments to equity and deeper learning.

Creating a PBL curriculum that perfectly captures all aspects of each Design Principle 
and Critical Lens is challenging, especially when developers must also take into account 
specific priorities and contexts for their curriculum. For example, while the principles as 
described here have strong evidence that they are effective in science, English language 
arts, and social studies classrooms, it may be that PBL in a mathematics classroom would 
require somewhat different interpretations of the principles. However, regardless of its 
contexts, a curriculum that prioritizes deeper learning and equity must draw on all the 
principles and lenses as they encompass pedagogical best practices and draw on evi-
dence of how students learn. 

Designing a curriculum that embodies equity and deeper learning requires designers 
to push on the traditional structures of education. Indeed, one motivator for designing 
PBL curricula is large-scale systems change. For example, while curriculum designers 
may not have the power to change required content standards, they may push beyond 
standards by prioritizing deeper learning and whole-child development and by deem-
phasizing standards that are problematic and perpetuate historic inequities. We hope 
this paper ensures that regardless of who the curriculum designers are or their specific 
context for writing, there will be a shared understanding about the goals of creating PBL 
curricula that supports the development of all students and provides equitable experi-
ences in deeper learning.

Creating a PBL 
curriculum that 
perfectly captures  
all aspects of each 
Design Principle 
and Critical Lens  
is challenging, 
especially when 
developers must 
also take into 
account specific 
priorities and 
contexts for their 
curriculum.
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1 Principles of Learner-Centered Approaches

Questions for Reflection Evidence From Curriculum

1A.   Purpose for Learning: Projects provide students with a reason for learning by engaging them  
in experiences that connect their own ideas to the project’s problem or question before deeply  
exploring the content. 

1A.1   In what ways does the beginning of the project engage students with a  
complex problem, question, or context from which students can connect to a  
reason for learning content, social and emotional skills, and equity practices?

1A.2   In what ways does the problem, question, or context given to engage  
students value and amplify the diversity of experiences and identities  
of the students?

1A.3   What opportunities do students have to draw on prior knowledge and their 
racial, cultural, historical, personal, and community funds of knowledge at the 
launch of and throughout the project?

APPENDIX: 
Tool to Guide PBL Curriculum Design

This tool is a companion to LER’s white paper Designing Project-Based Learning Curricula. 
In the paper, we present a series of recommendations related to the process of creating 
PBL curricula. These recommendations are key to creating equitable project-based learn-
ing that engages each and every student in deep learning. This design tool is intended 
primarily to help developers to use the principles and lenses and to be reflective during 
the design process. This tool is also important to the iterative approach, which requires 
continuous improvement of the curriculum at all stages of development.  

This tool provides reflective questions curriculum designers can use to guide and refine 
the development of a PBL curriculum. It is organized around the Design Principles (the 
basic guideposts for curriculum development). We used the Critical Lenses (Commitment 
to Equity, Identity Development, Student Engagement, and Social and Emotional Learn-
ing) to shape the questions themselves. The paper describes the complex interplay of 
the different principles and lenses and offers examples of what they look like in practice. 
For this reason, the tool should be used alongside the paper rather than independently. 

Curriculum designers can consider the questions in this tool at each stage of the 
design process—when first choosing content through finalizing the materials teachers 
will use in their classrooms—and at every level—designing the whole course, each project, 
and each activity. These questions are not meant as a checklist of things to include in a 
PBL curriculum but allow designers to consider if the principles are fully developed and 
how they have integrated the lenses into the design. Therefore, the tool provides space 
for specific examples from the curriculum that demonstrate how the principle is put into 
practice, rather than an evaluation of the curriculum with a score or rubric.
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Questions for Reflection Evidence From Curriculum

1A.4   To what extent are students continuously connecting back to the problem, 
question, or context that gives a purpose for their learning over the course  
of the project?

1B.   Authenticity: Projects are relevant to students’ lives, families, and communities and connect  
to the world outside the classroom, especially to tasks, roles, and practices of the discipline. 

1B.1   To what extent is students’ perceived relevance of the projects considered  
in curriculum design for students across a range of communities and  
backgrounds?

1B.2   Do students have the opportunity to engage in authentic expert practices, 
such as real-world tasks, roles, tools, and/or processes?

1B.3   In what ways are approaches to authenticity rooted in students’ cultures and 
identities in positive and affirming ways that allow students to explore their 
personal and disciplinary identities both within and across projects?

1B.4   To what extent are materials flexible to allow teachers to connect the learning 
to students’ lives, families, communities, and values outside of school?

1B.5   Do students have the opportunity to critically examine and understand power, 
privilege, social justice, and oppression as they connect to authentic practice 
in the world? 

1C.   Student Agency: The course design allows students to make substantive and consequential  
choices in their projects as well to apply the work and learning to their daily lives.

1C.1   What opportunities do students have to make consequential choices  
in how they complete project tasks to allow for student ownership and  
independent design?

1C.2   To what extent do projects and tasks in which students are making  
substantive choices include and value knowledge and experiences of each  
and every student’s practices and ideas?

1C.3   To what extent do curriculum materials provide supports for teachers to  
recognize and honor all students’ voices?

1C.4   What opportunities do students have to connect their work on a project to 
the impact that their actions can and do have on the world?

1C.5   In what ways do course materials provide explicit supports for students’ social 
and emotional learning related to making decisions and choices in the projects?

1D.   Collaboration: Throughout projects, students work together on problems in purposeful and  
supported ways and create a community of active learners that includes students and their teacher.

1D.1   What opportunities do students have to work together on significantly  
complex discipline-based problems with supports that allow students  
to engage with disciplinary ideas and practices? 
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Questions for Reflection Evidence From Curriculum

1D.2   To what extent do students have adequate group-work time to engage in  
interdependent learning and product or task development?

1D.3   In what ways are students building upon previous collaborative skills or  
experiences from project to project?

1D.4   In what ways are social and emotional learning and practices related to  
effective collaboration explicitly taught, supported through routines and  
scaffolds, and revisited throughout the course?

1D.5   To what extent is collaboration scaffolded to disrupt negative and inequitable 
roles and identities, including the provision of tools to confront interpersonal 
conflict and address race and racism in small-group settings?

1E.   Metacognition: Students have opportunities to build and use metacognitive skills to reflect on  
what and how they have learned, including disciplinary ideas as well as other skills and practices.

1E.1   To what extent are metacognitive skills outlined explicitly as content  
to be taught and assessed throughout the curriculum?

1E.2   To what extent are consistent tools and routines used to support  
metacognitive reflection in an ongoing way?

1E.3   In what ways are metacognitive skills directly connected to the content and 
context for learning set forth in the project (e.g., the use of the skill of ques-
tioning to support the inquiry process or generation of inquiry questions)?

1E.4   To what extent is metacognition used as a tool to support the development  
of social and emotional learning?

1E.5   Do students have the opportunity to reflect on identities, content knowledge, 
skills development, and their learning process?

2 Principles of Course Structures 

Questions for Reflection Evidence From Curriculum

2A.   Centrality of Projects: The projects are integral to learning by framing  
the entire process of and purpose for learning. A PBL course embeds all  
content in projects.

2A.1   To what extent does learning of all content—including disciplinary concepts, 
skills, and social and emotional learning—occur within the context of a project?

2A.2   In what ways do students make meaningful progress throughout the  
unit toward the completion of their project?

2A.3  To what extent do students engage in projects throughout the course?

2A.4   To what extent does the framing around the purpose of lessons and activities 
rely on the project rather than needing to be done for the sake of school?
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Questions for Reflection Evidence From Curriculum

2B.   Content Integration: The curriculum integrates projects with core disciplinary ideas and  
practices. It also specifies learning goals aligned with standards as well as other essential  
content, such as literacy, social and emotional learning, and equity.

2B.1   To what extent do the project tasks and experiences integrate subject-area 
ideas and practices as well as make connections to other subjects and foster 
an understanding and critique of inequities?

2B.2   In what ways does the course content honor students’ diverse cultural,  
racial, and linguistic practices and perspectives?

2B.3   To what extent do the curriculum materials specify explicit learning goals 
directly related to the project that draw connections to both subject-area 
standards as well as literacy, SEL, and equity?

2B.4   To what extent are learning goals focused on building a deep understanding 
of and engagement in productive disciplinary work as well as standards?

2B.5   To what extent does the course content support learners’ development  
of identities by linking course content to students’ lives and authentic  
connections to the world?  

2C.   Content Coherence: The content of a PBL course is strategically sequenced to deepen understanding  
as students’ progress through the course, revisiting and connecting ideas across projects.

2C.1   To what extent are learning experiences deliberately sequenced across the 
course for grade-level subject-area, SEL, equity, and engagement goals?  

2C.2   To what extent do cycles of learning within and between projects draw  
student connections to big ideas across the course and allow students to 
engage with ideas in different contexts, presenting ideas from a variety of 
sources, perspectives, and experiences?

2C.3   To what extent does the design of the coherent content maintain the degree 
of complexity needed for deep learning and criticality?

2C.4   In what ways do the materials make coherence visible to both teachers and 
students, allowing navigation of the learning cycles?

2C.5   In what ways does the curriculum support students’ identities throughout  
the course through iterative connections to students’ lives and the world and 
opportunities for students to make projects their own?   

2D.   Assessment: The curriculum provides ongoing opportunities for assessing learning of  
disciplinary, social and emotional, and other essential skills and ideas that are performance  
based and authentically embedded in the work students are doing. 

2D.1   To what extent are assessments authentic with respect to alignment with  
the project, realistic disciplinary problems, and connections to students’  
communities and the broader world?
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Questions for Reflection Evidence From Curriculum

2D.2   Do students have the opportunity to engage in frequent formative  
assessment opportunities that generate feedback to inform teacher  
or student action?  

2D.3   Do assessments include knowledge and skills beyond the disciplinary  
content, such as social and emotional skills and identity development?

2D.4   In what ways are visible and repeated structures used to engage students  
in metacognitive reflection on their assessments?

2D.5   To what extent are curriculum resources flexible and robust enough to  
allow teachers to make modifications or provide scaffolding based on  
formative or summative assessment data? 

3 Principles of Curriculum Supports

Questions for Reflection Evidence From Curriculum

3A.   Access for Student Learning: The curriculum provides appropriate scaffolds and tools  
to support learning, with access points for all students, including explicit framing for lessons, 
scaffolds for disciplinary and social and emotional learning, and multimodal content.

3A.1   To what extent do routines and structures encourage students to create  
context and situate them in the learning cycle, project, and connections  
to their lives?

3A.2   To what extent does the framing of lessons and activities draw on students’ 
funds of knowledge and value cultural, racial, and linguistic identities?

3A.3   Does the curriculum offer scaffolds for disciplinary ideas and practices as  
well as other skills and aspects of learner development, such as social and 
emotional learning, identity, and criticality?

3A.4   To what extent do curriculum materials encourage modification of and  
adaptations to scaffolds to allow for the appropriate level of support for  
each learner?

3A.5   In what ways are students’ language use and learning scaffolded, with  
a recognition of native languages as assets to student thinking?

3A.6   To what extent do curriculum materials recognize differences in how  
students learn, providing multimodal learning materials and viewing  
differences in students’ means of expression as assets to leverage?  
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Questions for Reflection Evidence From Curriculum

3B.   Educative Supports for Teachers: The curriculum materials support teachers in deepening their  
disciplinary, pedagogical, and equity understanding in ways that embed the resources in a teacher’s  
daily practice and allow teachers to effectively adapt to their own contexts and students.

3B.1   Does the curriculum offer both deep-learning resources (e.g., readings) and 
daily activity support (e.g., anticipated misconceptions and essential back-
ground knowledge) to facilitate teachers’ knowledge and skills acquisition? 

3B.2   To what extent do embedded supports for teachers cover a broad range of 
pedagogical knowledge and practices, including identity, engagement, equity, 
and social and emotional learning?

3B.3   Does the curriculum provide rationales for features of the curriculum and 
explicit guidance on how to effectively adapt the materials to address the 
strengths, interests, and needs of all students? 

3B.4   Are models, exemplars, or reflective exercises provided to facilitate teachers’ 
shifts in beliefs and identities toward a student-centered, asset-based  
approach and a commitment to equity?

3B.5   In what ways are curriculum-based teacher supports connected to and  
leveraged in sustained, high-quality professional-learning opportunities?
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Founded in 2013, Lucas Education Research operates as a division of the George Lucas Educational 
Foundation, a nonprofit operating foundation established by filmmaker George Lucas in 1991. Our 
work focuses on the design and evaluation of innovative practices in K–12 schools, including many  
of the core strategies described by Edutopia, another division of GLEF.D
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